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Holistic Intuitive Health is a process of diagnostic health analysis of the body using 
the field of information surrounding the body. It will offer health insight to assist you 
in knowing the root cause of disease and help balance your health. You will work one 
to one with Stephen Ssali to create and develop a personal road map to wellness, 
recovery and increased energy.

You will have answers to unlock the disease, discomfort, pain source or stress cause.  A 
holistic intuitive health consultation enables you to uncover physical, mental, emotional, 
spiritual, psychological blocks and imbalances creating a state of wellness within the body. 

Stephen Ssali specialises in raising awareness of imbalances in your body allowing you to 
recover through recommended optimum nutritional solutions and natural therapies. 

For more information or to book a consultation contact:



Welcome to the world of Holistic intuitive health and vibrational resonance. Holistic 
intuitive health has been used for generations to make sense of invisible energy around 
us. It enables us to receive information and direction regarding health challenges we 
may be facing with no relief. All living beings humans, animals, plants, minerals and 
crystals are surrounded by an aura that contains an energy field of information. 

Whales have sonar, birds have radar, human beings have intuition. We live in a vibrational field of 

energy and everything vibrates and resonates with specific energy and frequency.  A pendulum acts 

as a communication device between the conscious mind and the subconscious mind allowing a 

clear pathway to emerge guided by intuition. A pendulum is a device used to pick up this intuitive 

energy field of information within your aura and localize it. Every part of your body vibrates at 

specific frequency bands which can be measured.

We now have the capacity to analyse these energetic radiations from the body and determine the 

root cause or imbalance within the body. The holistic intuitive health consultation consists of  a 

full body diagnostic analysis using 200  holistic health charts beginning with source of condition, 

immune system repair, hormone  imbalance, nutrient deficiency analysis, limiting beliefs and 

patterns, family inherited and genetic traits and many more. The essence of health is centred in the 

way you feel.

THE HOLISTIC INTUITIVE HEALTH CONSULTATION EXAMINES:
✔  Body organs, systems and food allergies
✔  Hormonal, lymphatic and digestive systems 

✔  Weight management physical-energetic-emotional
✔  Stress symptoms, causes and solutions 
✔  Cancer prevention and cancer reversal care 
✔  What is compromising your Immune system
✔  Chakra measurement and meridian analysis 
✔  Thyroid signs, symptoms and solutions
✔  Headaches-migraines: cause, triggers and solutions
✔  Analysis of body deficiencies of vitamins, minerals and enzymes  
✔  Emotional patterns, blocks, self-talk, unresolved issues and traumas

A DETAILED FULL REPORT OF SOLUTIONS TO APPLY WILL BE PROVIDED
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